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MBGC President’s Report
Thank you to Kitty Vigo,
ably assisted by her
Assistant Editor Ian Cohn
for taking over production of
the August and September
editions of “Alpine Flyer”
while I was holidaying in
Hawaii, Canada and East
Coast USA.
After observing the highly professional job that
this talented duo produced in my absence, I
tried without success to coerce them into
replacing me as Editor, unfortunately without
success. Apparently something to do with the
low salary being offered.
I tried hard to find faults in their two
publications, but the only errata I could find
was an incorrect caption on a photo of me in
Canada at Montmorency Falls, Quebec City,
which was incorrectly captioned as Niagara
Falls. So here is the real thing below.

Thanks to the following for their good work on
Club projects and tasks in October:
 Scott
Anderson
for
arranging
manufacture of 4 new winch drogue
parachutes.
 Detlev Rueff for picking up new winch
cable from Melbourne.
 Mark Bland and Scott Anderson for
replacing the yellow winch cable.
 Mark Bland and Tony Edwards for
airfield mowing.
 Terry Knight for numerous mechanical
and electrical jobs mentioned in his
column below.
Apologies to any helpers I have missed.
The pre-summer season has kicked off now
with many good flights over the past few
weeks, so dust off your gliding gear and come
on up to Mt Beauty to enjoy some great
soaring in the Victorian Alps.
Friday soaring is becoming very popular with
our ever increasing retired members, so if you
are interested anytime give me, Mark Bland or
Ian Cohn a call to see if Friday gliding
operations will be happening.
As I am approaching my dotage and about to
head into retirement please note my change of
email address to:
skyfox49@gmail.com
as I am about to be ex-communicated from my
employer’s server.

Andrew Evans at Niagara Falls in the obligatory red
plastic poncho on the “Maid of the Mist”.
Photo: A friendly Japanese tourist in a red plastic
poncho
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Safe flying.
ANDREW EVANS
PRESIDENT & ALPINE FLYER EDITOR
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For some further reading check out:

CFI Report
Activity at Mt Beauty has
been steadily increasing
the last month or so with
the weather giving plenty
of opportunity for good
soaring. Remember every
day is different, especially
in mountain flying.
Just because the thermals were nice and
smooth yesterday doesn’t mean it will be as
easy today!
We have quite a few early solo pilots who will
be keen to get up high and consolidate their
skills, but should remember to stay in their
comfort zone.
I can still remember my first time flying at
Mt Beauty 23 years ago, when I had about 800
hours, and I was exhilarated to get over
Mt Bogong. Having terrain close to me even at
6000’ was daunting for a flat land pilot.
When wind gets stronger in the hills we need a
much higher skill set. Sometimes conditions
change even during a flight, so learn to be
flexible and be aware of strong sink that can
be in the lee of ridges etc.
For the lesser experienced members I can’t
stress enough the importance of correct speed
and balanced turns (Top Rudder!) if you
should decide to thermal close to a ridge. If in
doubt, don’t. There’s nothing more stressing
than falling out of lift with low airspeed and
seeing the trees rising up to meet you.

http://members.glidingclub.org.au/flying/safety/
OUTLANDING%20by%20Graham%20Garlick.
pdf
CFI Quotes of the month
Don't drop the aircraft in order to fly the
microphone.
Fly with the eagles, or scratch with the
chickens.
MARK BLAND - CFI

James Rowe’s Kokoda Track
Adventure
The Benalla P12 students would like to thank
Mount Beauty Gliding Club for the Air
Experience Flight donated to help raise money
for them to walk the Kokoda track.
Your donation was a huge help in our fund
th
raising efforts. This is the 6 year our school
has run the trek and with each year the
success of the program grows. The success is
clearly seen through the positive change in all
the students who return from the trip with a
broader view of the world, a thankfulness for
what they have, and a real appreciation for the
Australians who fought for us on the Kokoda
track.

The other reminder I like to mention is “Break
Off Point”. Some days you may need several
launches to get away when others are at cloud
base! You mightn’t even get away at all.
There’s always tomorrow! Don’t push you limit.
Murphy’s Law says when you’re running out of
height in the circuit you will get sink.
We’ve all seen someone climb away from
quite low and I’ve probably done it myself a
few times over the years, but I can also name
several acquaintances who are no longer here
because staying up was more important to
them than landing safely.
As I head off to Omarama NZ, this week, for
a fortnight of hopefully needing oxygen, please
make it a point of contacting the Duty
Instructor if you want to fly. If you’re the last to
fly a glider or your putting it in the hangar
please remember to fill in the maintenance
release and check all the hand held radios are
switched off! Better if three people check than
none.
Alpine Flyer

Photo of the whole group including porters at the
end of the trek at Owers corner.
nd

We finished the 8 day trek on 2 of October,
with every one of the group of 18 completing it
without any dramas. We all had an amazing
and eye opening time.
JAMES ROWE
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Thank you Terry
Our multi-talented Tech
Officer
Operations
/
Airworthiness / Radio has
been busy again this
month
keeping
our
equipment in good shape.
His
projects
have
included:
 Yellow winch repairs.
 Solar glider battery charging project (in
progress).
 Club winch repairs.
 Astir FLARM fault diagnosis.
 Charade key repair.

retrieval after retrieval to get our cadets and
staff into the air.
The week long course saw cadets from
Townsville, Cairns, Mackay and Mareeba
testing and advancing their aviation knowledge
in both a practical and theoretical sense.
Cadets trained in the club's Ka7, Twin Astir
and Junior. In addition to those gliders an
ASK-21Mi Self Launching Glider (of the type
soon to be made available to the AAFC by the
RAAF) was provided by Mark Bland CFI of the
Mount Beauty Gliding Club in Victoria. Mark
has been involved in the last four 1 Wing
gliding courses held in Charters Towers and
was previously an RAAF member.

Thank you Terry for your great work!
ANDREW EVANS

Charters Towers Air Force Cadet
Training Camp
September school holidays are stereotypically
utilised by students for staying indoors, playing
videogames and avoiding sunlight. However,
for nine cadets and one staff member, their
time was spent soaring the never-ending skies
of Far North Queensland.
th

th

From the 20 to 28 September, 1 Wing
Australian Air Force Cadets (AAFC) hosted a
gliding training course in conjunction with the
North Queensland Soaring Centre in Charter
Towers.

1 Wing Australian Air Force Cadets (AAFC) with
nd
th
Mark Bland (2 from left) and Graham Levitt (4
from left).
Photo: Detlev Rueff

1 Wing acknowledges the commitment and
dedication of all the members of the North
Queensland Soaring Centre who volunteer
their time for each gliding course the Wing
undertakes; particularly to the tireless crew
who man the winch and undertake wire
Alpine Flyer

Mark Bland overseeing operations with an eagle
eye at the Charters Towers Air Force Cadet
Training Camp.
Photo: Detlev Rueff

In addition to Mark, who is a highly
experienced gliding instructor and perhaps one
of the most experienced operators of the ASK21Mi in Australia, another Mt Beauty gliding
instructor, Graham Levitt and experienced club
member/professional photographer Detlev
Rueff also travelled up from Victoria to support
our course this September.

Mark Bland and Graham Levitt preparing Ka7
VH GAB.
Photo: Detlev Rueff

The cadet's abilities were tested in the harsh
Far North Queensland heat as they winch
launched and rode thermals around the rural
city landscape.
Seven of the cadets and one staff member are
current gliding scholarship holders that were
awarded by the Royal Australian Air Force to a
limited number of cadets throughout the Wing.
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The course was highly successful with all
cadets and staff progressing under their
individual training programs. Although 1 Wing
currently has a small gliding contingent, the
passion of both students and staff is apparent
through the dedication and organization of the
courses and training given. Cadet Sergeant
(CSGT) Adrienne Scott from 104SQN Cairns,
a self-funded student on the September
course, described the camp as "Amazing! You
actually put into practice all the theory you
learn.
The club and instructors were
instrumental in my gaining confidence in the
glider".
With the future addition of two Self Launching
Gliders (ASK-21Mi) and the establishment of
our own AAFC hangar at Charters Towers
Airport, the future of gliding for Far North
Queensland cadets and staff looks brighter
than ever; making way for the new era of glider
enthusiasts in Far North Queensland.

The happy participants at the 2014 Air Force Cadet
Training Camp
Photo: Detlev Rueff
MEDIA RELEASE FROM 1 WING AAFC.

Report from Safety Committee
meeting
The MBGC Safety Committee held a quarterly
th
meeting on 5 October. Items discussed
included:
 Interaction with Kiewa Valley Modellers
Club.
 Incident reporting system.
 Next radio operator training and
examination session.
 Winch operation.
 Radio use.
 Yellow winch fixed radio.
 Launch point UHF and VHF base
radios.
 Trailer maintenance.
Alpine Flyer

Committee meeting
th

A Club Committee meeting was held on 12
October.

MBGC Committee members at a meeting on
th
12 October. Left to Right Terry Knight, Mark Bland,
Peter Demeo, Steve Bradbury, Andrew Evans.
Missing; Kitty Vigo and Mart Bosman.
Photo: Ian Cohn

New Gazebo

Peter Demeo and Detlev Rueff trying to figure out
how to erect our new gazebo for the launch point.
Photo: Andrew Evans

Flying accounts in debit
A reminder from our Treasurer that members
are to keep their flying accounts at least
$50.00 in credit and when accounts are more
than $100.00 in debit no flying will be
permitted.

Badge requirements
With the summer soaring season fast
approaching here are some guidelines from
Ian Cohn on how to plan you badge flights.
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
1. Any test may qualify towards Silver Gold or
Diamond Badges as applicable.
2. The pilot must be alone in the aircraft.
3. A sealed barograph or approved data
logger must be carried for all tests, except
for the Duration test, if the flight can be
continuously observed throughout by a
Page 4
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ground based Official Observer. A
Barograph or approved Data Logger must
be sealed and opened/unloaded by an
Official Observer.
4. For Distance Tests, the loss in height
between the altitude at the point of release
and the landing point must not exceed 1%
of the distance covered.
5. In Height Gain Tests, the height allowed is
the difference between the greatest height
registered on the Barograph or Approved
Data Logger and the previous lowest point
registered subsequent to release.
6. FAI Silver, Gold, and Diamond Badges are
recorded in registers of the National Aero
Club of the pilot. National Aero Clubs
reciprocally undertake to observe the tests
for other National Aero Clubs and to
transmit the necessary information to the
National Aero Club of the pilot, in order that
the Badge and Certificate may be recorded
or issued. If the pilot belongs to a country
which has no National Aero Club, the issue
of the Badge must be recorded by the
National Aero Club observing the test.
CERTIFICATION AND METHOD
CARRYING OUT TESTS.

Heather Mull tries out her new paraglider.
Photo: Andrew Evans

OF

1. Each test must be certified in accordance
with the Test Forms by an Official Observer
holding a Certificate of Appointment for
Gliding and Soaring Activities.

Perfect storm
The gliders were packed away just in time
before a storm with 95 km/hr winds hit
th
Mt Beauty on 12 October.

2. The Tests may be carried out in any order.
3. As each test is carried out, the appropriate
certificate may, if desired, be forwarded to
the FAI Certificates Officer, GFA for
retention pending the completion of the
remaining tests. Alternatively the form and
evidence can be retained until all tests for
that badge are completed.
4. The applicant must possess a “C”
Certificate or an equivalent Gliding
Certificate granted by a National Aero Club
member of the FAI.
IAN COHN

Heather’s new paraglider
Heather Mull purchased a new paraglider on
her recent trip to France and brought it down
to the glider field to demonstrate her other
gliding skills.

Alpine Flyer

David Ross, Mark Bland and Carrick Gill-Vallance
about to get drenched by an approaching storm on
th
12 October.
Photo: Andrew Evans
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Mark goes flying in Tasmania
Mark Bland took wife Suzanne to Tasmania for
a short holiday visiting mate Ron Boxhall.
Mark managed to squeeze a glider flight into
the holiday at Soaring Club of Tasmania based
at Woodbury.

Should MBGC wish to avail itself of this offer, it
then remains for the Club to register with
Apple as an Educational Institution. A link to
their page is provided below:
http://www.apple.com/education/it/vpp/
I have been consistent in my message since
1985 and aware since 1965, that landing
training, world-wide, never really developed
beyond the end of World War 1. I am trying to
change that and the Jacobson Flare App for
iPad is the vital tool to achieve consistent,
precise approaches and landings IN ANY
AEROPLANE, right through a pilot’s career.
Everything I have learned about approaches
and landings, over a career of 45 years and
24.000 hours, has been captured in this app.
Contact Editor Andrew Evans to register your
interest in purchasing the App under this
discounted group scheme.

Mark Bland feeling right at home in Soaring Club of
Tasmania’s Club Libelle GGQ.
Photo: Suzanne Bland

DAVID JACOBSON

Richard goes solo

In Tasmania they have graduated from using GPS
for glider navigation to using guide dogs. Here is
Olly the learner guide dog in Soaring Club of
Tasmania Club Libelle GGQ.
(That’s bound to get a backlash - Ed).
Photo: Suzanne Bland

Richard Grohmann with his kids Michael (left) and
James and CFI Mark Bland celebrate his first solo
flight in ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Detlev Rueff

Where did I leave that spanner?

Group discount for the Jacobson
Flare App
Apple’s Volume Purchase Program for
Education provides a means for educational
institutions, such as MBGC, to bulk purchase
multiple copies of apps, books, movies, etc,
from the App Store with a 50% discount.
David Jacobson’s Flare App for the iPad (only,
at this stage) sells on the App Store, for
AUD$29.99, which is relatively inexpensive to
start with. However, with multiple copies, for
instructing staff and students, that adds up.
50% should make a big difference.
Alpine Flyer

Ian Cohn with ASK21mi-GVS
Photo: Detlev Rueff
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David Ross in Astir-IKS

David Ross in Astir-IKS.
Photo: Detlev Rueff

Mark Lucey chases wave

Next Sausage Sizzle Saturday 15
November 2014 (To be confirmed)
Upcoming Events
st

1 to 4th November - VGA Vintage Rally,
Bacchus Marsh
st

th

1 to 8 November - Bendigo Regatta and
Coaching week, Raywood.
th

th

9
November to 15
November
SpeedWeek14 at West Wyalong.
nd

22

-

th

to 29 November - MBGC Leeton camp.

th

st

17 to 21 November - Benalla Coaching
week with legendary UK coach G Dale.
rd

th

23 to 29 November - Narromine Cup week.
th

th

29 Nov to 6 December - VSA State Comps
Raywood.

Winch Driver Tally
Mark Lucey excitedly prepares for a possible wave
flight in Astir VH-IKS.
Photo: Detlev Rueff

Suzanne and Shirley’s $2 Sausage
Sizzles (assisted by Terry)

Winch launch tallies for the calendar year from
st
1 January 2014 are shown below.
Mark Bland

243

Detlev Rueff

225

Mark Lucey

143

Reuben Lane

112

Enjoy the $2 sausage sizzles at the Mt Beauty
Airfield terminal building every third Saturday
of the month. Snags and drinks just $2 each.

Bernie O’Donnell

78

Andrew Evans

67

It’s not a fundraiser, just an opportunity to
socialise, brag and tell fibs about how far, fast
and high you flew and how high your winch
launch was, after the day’s flying.

Ron Boxhall

55

Atila Kerestes

53

Graham Levitt

52

Ian Cohn

36

Mike Pobjoy

36

Laura Sullivan

28

Alpine Flyer
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Duncan Robertson

20

Instructor & Duty Pilot Roster

David Ross

20

Ollie Barthelmes

17

Scott Anderson

15

Phil O’Bryan

11

Mart Bosman

9

Richard Grohmann

9

Andy Smith

8

Kenton Ford

8

Don’t forget to contact the Duty Instructor to
book your training or check flight requirements
prior to the weekend to assist with planning of
instructing resources. Don’t just turn up on the
day expecting to receive instruction without
prior notification. If you are unable to be Duty
Instructor or Duty Pilot on your rostered day, it
is up to you to arrange a replacement and let
Peter Demeo know who you have swapped
with.

Scott Lennon

7

Ben Talbot

7

Gary Mason

5

Craig Collings

5

Terry Knight

4

Brendan Judd

4

Bernie Hochwimmer

4

Carrick Gill Vallance

3

James Rowe

2

Brooke Anderson

1

Contact Peter at p.demeo@telstra.com or
0428 264 110.
Duty Instructor Roster

If you are not currently qualified to operate the
winch, why not consider obtaining training and
help share the workload?
There is an annual prize for the most active
winch driver awarded at the AGM in January.

Interesting internet link
IGC file viewer
Use the link below to download a “free” IGC
viewer that uses Google Earth to display
terrain that also shows the flight path indicator
as well as a barograph.
http://ywtw.de/igcsimen.html

MARK LUCEY

Alpine Flyer
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Duty Instructor contact details

Duty Pilot Roster

Alpine Flyer

PETER DEMEO – SECRETARY
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Gliding Online Contest 2014 - How did we fare?

The 2014 OLC year ended on 22

nd

September.

There are quite a few measures that we can use to assess our progress as a gliding club. The
number of members we have, the equipment that we own or operate, the assets we own, the income
we generate during the year and the amount of flying that we do are examples of measures that we
can use to determine our progress.
One of the fundamental reasons for the existence of Gliding Clubs’ of course is to fly gliders. And
thanks to modern technology, including the advent of low cost GPS recorders and the internet, the
amount of flying that we do can now be constantly measured, recorded and displayed publicly on the
Gliding Online Contest (OLC). The OLC also enables us to compare our flying activities with the rest
of the world.
So how have we progressed? The table below shows MBGC results for the last four years. It shows
that we have steadily risen in World ranking over the last four years, mainly by flying more and more
km. The number of pilots that we field is now static at 44 rising from eleven pilots registered in 2011.
I would not say that this is due to increasing membership since 2011 though. I would interpret this as
reflecting better access to GPS recorders and more interest being taken in recording and registering
flights.

Mt Beauty Gliding Club on the World OLC Plus Competition
OLC
Year

EoY Club
Rank

EoY Club
Pts

Km

Flts

Pilots

Pt/Km

Pt/Flt

Pt/Pilot

2014

53

104369

92086

695

44

1.13

150.2

2372

2013

69

87981

77527

610

44

1.13

144.2

2000

2012

117

64280

57391

432

24

1.12

148.8

2678

2011

244

33516

31532

153

12

1.06

219.1

2793

So where to from here? How can we improve our OLC performance? The obvious thing is to do
more flights. But we can also do smarter and longer distance flights. The OLC Plus competition
recognises the distance of the best six legs of your flight. So to maximise your points you need to do
long legs. So once you start a flight leg you should try to go as far as possible in the one direction.
You also gain points for completing an FAI triangle so you should try to arrange your flight to achieve
as large a triangle as possible. Needless to say, you must not put your glider at any safety
compromise during your flight, and all normal gliding safety factors and rules must be strictly applied.
Even on local flights you can often earn up to 50 or 100 OLC points.
You do not have to wait for summer to earn a significant number of OLC points. The prevailing wind
at Mt Beauty is a north westerly straight down the Kiewa valley. When the NW wind strength gets
above about 8 knots, a strange combination of hill lift and possibly low level wave is set up that allows
approximately 10km legs between west of Hollonds Hill and east of the TV Translator mast to be
achieved flying slowly in gentle lift between 2,000ft and 3,000ft and sometimes higher.
Andrew Evans showed how to do this on his flight on 5
ASW19 as illustrated below.
Alpine Flyer
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October in very weak conditions in the
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th

Andrew Evans’ 66 point flight on 5 October

Another obvious thing to do is to ensure that you have a GPS logger on your flight. Our ASK21-GVA
has a resident Flarm logger. If you are flying other aircraft, MBGC owns a small Garmin logger that
works quite well, so long as it is switched on and has charged batteries. Ask Mark Bland or Ian Cohn
if you need to use this logger.
You can also use your own logger. Most smart phones these days have an inbuilt GPS and you can
load an “App” to record your flight. One of the most popular Apps is XCSoar, an excellent free
recorder and glider navigation App. Mark Lucey is the resident XCSoar expert, so ask him to help
you set up XCSoar on your smart phone.
Finally, although I regard the OLC as a good motivator for Club effort, the Club effort is the cumulative
efforts of our individual pilots so here are our individual scores for 2014. Use them as a bench mark
and strive to improve your score and get more personal OLC points in 2015. There were 14,809
pilots registered on the OLC for 2014.
World
OLC
Rank

PILOT

TOTAL
Points All
Flights

#63

Mark Bland (AU / VIC)

20,908.27pt

#70

Craig Collings (AU / VIC)

19,718.92pt

#219

Ian Cohn (AU / VIC)

13,601.25pt

#1607

Andy Smith (UK / VIC)

5,445.08pt

#1639

Bernie O'Donnell (AU / VIC)

5,381.80pt

Alpine Flyer
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#2146

Steve Bradbury (AU / VIC)

4,524.46pt

#2239

Mart Bosman (AU / VIC)

4,395.11pt

#2790

Andrew Evans (AU / VIC)

3,685.98pt

#3204

Duncan Robertson (AU / VIC)

3,259.19pt

#3998

Reuben Lane (AU / VIC)

2,563.81pt

#5306

Graham Levitt (AU / VIC)

1,771.35pt

#5384

Mark Lucey (AU / VIC)

1,729.75pt

#5544

Scott Anderson (AU / VIC)

1,647.03pt

#7084

Michael Pobjoy (AU / VIC)

1,065.06pt

#7158

Kenton Ford (AU / VIC)

1,048.01pt

#7276

Atila Kerestes (AU / VIC)

1,014.33pt

#8350

Francis Levitt (AU / VIC)

737.85pt

#8716

Ian Dealy (AU / VIC)

652.97pt

#9054

Oliver Barthelmes (DE / VIC)

589.31pt

#9085

Bernhard Hochwimmer (AU / VIC)

584.87pt

#9182

David Ross (AU / VIC)

568.92pt

#9305

Brooke Anderson (AU / VIC)

545.69pt

#9894

Terry Knight (AU / VIC)

453.28pt

#10102

Heather Mull (AU / VIC)

422.27pt

#10375

Jack Percy (AU / VIC)

387.53pt

#10440

Bernie Hochwimmer (AU / VIC)

380.03pt

#10675

Phil Henderson (AU / VIC)

353.64pt

#11037

Toby Story (AU / VIC)

311.98pt

#11239

James Rowe (AU / VIC)

289.16pt

#11267

Peter Demeo (AU / VIC)

286.84pt

#11274

Adam Bland (AU / VIC)

286.09pt

#11276

Gary Mason (AU / VIC)

285.94pt

#11650

Philip O'Bryan (AU / VIC)

248.42pt

#11859

Laura Sullivan (AU / VIC)

228.33pt

#12554

Carrick Gill-Vallance (AU / VIC)

170.59pt

#13371

Peter Deane (AU / VIC)

114.24pt

#13426

Roger Harrop (AU / VIC)

110.03pt

Alpine Flyer
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#13673

David Jacobson (AU / VIC)

93.63pt

#14184

Howard Sharp (AU / VIC)

56.40pt

#14251

Hannah De Boom (AU / VIC)

48.45pt

#14325

Alan Reynolds (AU / VIC)

39.10pt

#14410

Jimmy Barnes (AU / VIC)

23.53pt

Best Six Flights 2014
World
Rank

Pilot

Total Points
for best Six
Flights.

#647

Craig Collings (AU / VIC)

4,009.64pt

#1011

Andy Smith (UK / VIC)

3,587.13pt

#1413

Mark Bland (AU / VIC)

3,274.15pt

#2648

Bernie O'Donnell (AU / VIC)

2,582.62pt

#2830

Ian Cohn (AU / VIC)

2,507.31pt

#2943

Mart Bosman (AU / VIC)

2,455.93pt

#3285

Ben Talbot (AU / VIC)

2,315.40pt

#3575

Duncan Robertson (AU / VIC)

2,204.26pt

#4533

Steve Bradbury (AU / VIC)

1,846.26pt

#5068

Scott S Anderson (AU / VIC)

1,647.03pt

#6137

Andrew Evans (AU / VIC)

1,284.52pt

#6284

Reuben Lane (AU / VIC)

1,239.98pt

#6445

Graham Levitt (AU / VIC)

1,193.11pt

#7236

Kenton Ford (AU / VIC)

972.45pt

#7880

Michael Pobjoy (AU / VIC)

817.71pt

#8173

Atila Kerestes (AU / VIC)

749.06pt

#8210

Mark Lucey (AU / VIC)

740.66pt

#8677

Francis Levitt (AU / VIC)

636.17pt

#8998

Ian Dealy (AU / VIC)

579.22pt

#9123

Oliver Barthelmes (DE / VIC)

557.59pt

#9138

Bernhard Hochwimmer (AU / VIC)

554.38pt

#9989

David Ross (AU / VIC)

424.70pt

#10006

Heather Mull (AU / VIC)

422.27pt

Alpine Flyer
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#10519

Bernie Hochwimmer (AU / VIC)

360.08pt

#11102

Terry Knight (AU / VIC)

291.31pt

#11121

Brooke Anderson (AU / VIC)

289.16pt

#11155

Adam Bland (AU / VIC)

286.09pt

#11216

Phil Henderson (AU / VIC)

279.11pt

#11564

Gary Mason (AU / VIC)

243.79pt

#11696

Philip O'Bryan (AU / VIC)

230.39pt

#11872

Toby Story (AU / VIC)

216.62pt

#11940

James Rowe (AU / VIC)

210.83pt

#12084

Jack Percy (AU / VIC)

199.00pt

#13277

Roger Harrop (AU / VIC)

110.03pt

#13302

Carrick Gill-Vallance (AU / VIC)

108.57pt

#13762

Peter Deane (AU / VIC)

78.32pt

#13853

Peter Demeo (AU / VIC)

71.21pt

#14125

David Jacobson (AU / VIC)

51.50pt

#14128

Laura Sullivan (AU / VIC)

51.41pt

IAN COHN

Alpine Flyer
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And now a word from our sponsors
MT BEAUTY

Don’t forget to nominate MBGC as the
recipient of their donation when you purchase
items from their store.

Alpine Flyer

Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank
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